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Silence br•ke.:

Women Studies gets budget
by Pat Dougherty
Women Studies at UPS was
officially notified May 1 by
Dean Tom Davis that the
, program would be budgeted
$12,700 for 1974-75. Staff and
students had become actively
concerned several weeks ago
when the program's budget
hearing for the coming year had
not yet been held.
Women Studies lecturers were
told that the Priorities
Committee had not made any
written recommendations, and
that the secretary had only
"rough notes" of the
proceedings.
Neither Dr. Ernest Combs,
head of the Subcommittee on
Social Sciences, nor Davis
provided any direct answers
about budget decisions when
contacted.
With only a week until the
beginning of early registration,
students gathered petitions and
letters for the Board of Trustees
as a plea for general program
support and a clarification of
issues.
Meanwhile, during the week
of April 15-19, President Phibbs,
Davis and Lloyd Stuckey
completed the proposed UPS
budget for 1974-75, of which
Women Studies is a part. It was
sent to the Board of Trustees the
following week, April 22-26.
In two subsequent meetings,
held April 25 and 30, Phibbs
told the Women Studies staff
about the Priorities Committee
recommendations.
The preference, according to
Phibbs, was to staff as many
Women Studies courses as
possible with women candidates
who might potentially fill
vacancies in economics,
sociology, urban studies, and
political science. The salaries
conditionally allotted for those
Women Studies positions then
would be returned to the general

operating budget of the
university.
If no women were hired for
the departmental posts, the
committee then recommended
part-time staff to teach the
courses.
The Women Studies staff
reported a lack of clarity
between themselves and Phibbs
over whether the program's
budget would be administered
by a Women Studies coordinator
if the courses were subsumed
under the departments of the
newly hired instructors.
Ph ib bs told program
representatives that they hadn't
been called in for a hearing
because their budget had not
been cut from last year. Their
budget is considered minimal for
an eight-course program.
However, Phibbs said he was
unsure of the exact amount,
although the budget had been
completed. He referred the staff
to Stuckey's budget copy for the
exact figure. Stuckey was out of
town at the time.
Copies of the letters and
petitions sent to the trustees
reached Phibbs' desk the
afternoon of April 30.
Phibbs said he was saddened
that students had been
misinformed about the status of
Women Studies. He questioned
why the staff and students had
not come to him in the first
place, as the man responsible for
the university's operations.
Women Studies staff member
Chris Smith said they expected
to get answers without having to
go to the president.
"We weren't seeking
preferential treatment, but
rather going through the usual
lines of academic
communications," she said. The
petitions were student-initiated.
The Women Studies budget
for 1974-75 totals $12,700, with
$11,500 for salaries, $1,100 for
other expenses, and $100 for
capital items.

Women Studies Advisory
Committee members are drafting
job descriptions and composing
a search committee to staff next
year's program. Phibbs has
agreed that chances of women
being hired for any of the
departmental openings are
"remote."
Looking ahead, the Advisory
Committee is planning for a
full-time faculty coordinator of
Women Studies.

Robert Brede will perform the Fire Dance in Saturday's
Hawaiian show.

South Sea magic Parent's Weekend theme
UPSNB—South Sea Island
magic will highlight activities at
the annual Parent's Weekend, set
for Friday-Sunday, May 10-12.
Friday's activities include
performance of the play,
"Volpone," at 8 p.m. in Jones
Hall's Inside Theatre and a
showing of the film, "Midnight
Cowboy," also at 8 p.m., in
McIntyre Hall, Room 006.
On Saturday, May 11, the
schedule of events features an
open house of campus facilities,
10 a.m.-5 p.m., the annual Pot
and Print Sale, 11 a.m.-7 p.m.,
adjacent to Kittredge Hall, and a
three-hour, outdoor concert
following a noon picnic in the
university's Great Hall.
Also on the agenda are a 3:30

p.m. opening of the Imu pit,
where pork is baked for the
5-6:30 p.m. luau dinner in the
Student Center, and, at 8 p.m.,
the traditional Hawaiian show in
the UPS Memorial Fieldhouse.
Conceived and presented for
the fifth consecutive year by
members of the UPS Hui 0
Hawaii Club, which represents
over 200 Hawaiian students
attending the university, the
show will spotlight some 60
students from the Islands as they
perform a host of ceremonial
dances and songs native to the
South Pacific.
Combination tickets for
adults, which include the luau
dinner And 8 p.m. show, are
$5.75; non-UPS students will be

UPS to award honorary degrees
to Vander Ende, Dixie Lee Ray
Gerrit P. Vander Ende, a
trustee of the University of
Puget Sound since 1953, and Dr.
Dixie Lee Ray, chairperson of
the Atomic Energy Commission
and scheduled UPS

commencement speaker, will be
awarded honorary degrees at
commencement ceremonies on
Sunday, June 2.
Vander Ende, born in 1901, is
a Tacoma resident. He is past

Trustee Pritchard questions future of law school
The Board of Trustees,
meeting at Port Ludlow last
weekend, approved almost
unanimously the university's
$12.4 million budget for
1 9 7 4 -7 5 Trustee Llwewlyn
Pritchard, a Tacoma attorney,
was the lone dissenter.
According to persons in
attendance at the trustee
meeting, Pritchard objected to
what he thought might be the
extravagant spending of the
School of Law. No details were
available for this issue of the
TRAIL, but Pritchard called for
a line item account of the law
school's expenditures during the
past year.
Pritchard also challenged the
university's commitment to
establishing the law school
permanently on UPS property.
He said that because of the
recent overflow of qualified
lawyers, students would be
better advised to turn away from
the study of law.
With two other law schools in
the state—one at the University
of Washington and one at
Gonzaga University—Pritchard
doubted the the UPS law school
would by needed in a few years.
He suggested the university
take a long-range look at its law
program before it commits itself
to making it permanent.
.

Student tuition and fees will
provide $9,252,570 of next
year's $12,384,290 budget. Last
year's budget was $11,433, 885.
Vice President Lloyd Stuckey
reported on the progress of the
library addition. The April
completion date was missed and
although the contractor suffers a
financial penalty for not making
the deadline, the delay is costing
the university $50 per day, he
said.
The new completion date is
June 1. Library Director
Desmond Taylor reported to the
Faculty Senate recently that the
addition would be ready for the
summer students.
According to an admissions
report made at the meeting, UPS
has accepted the same number
of freshman applications as last
year, although only 419 have
made paid deposits, compared
with 475 last year.
Transfer student deposits,
however, are way up over last
year. This year 269 have paid;
last year at this time 176 had
paid.
Admissions officers said they
were optimistic that enrollment
next year would compare well
with this year.
In other action the trustees:
—Approved the hiring for
another year as professors

admitted for $4.75. Cost for the
meal alone is $3.75 and for the
show only, $3. Children's meal
tickets are available for $2.75.
All tickets may be purchased
in the Student Center
throughout the week; admission
tickets to the Hawaiian show
may be obtained at the door the
evening of the event. Proceeds
benefit the Hawaiian student
scholarship fund.
Parent's Weekend events,
expected to attract 300-400
parents, conclude Sunday with a
coffee hour at the home of
President and Mrs. Philip Phibbs,
set for 9:30-11 a.m., and
followed by special Mother's
Day services in Kilworth
Memorial Chapel.

Dr. Gordon Alcorn,
Prof. John Heinrick, Prof.
Thomas Sinclair, Prof. John
Prins, and Prof. George Neff
Stevens.
—Set a date of May 17, at 3
p.m., in Mc106 to discuss
President Phibbs' "Program and
Facilities Needs for the Future"
report with members of the
Extension and Development

emeritus

Committee of the Board ot
Trustees, the Student Senate,
the Faculty Senate, the Priorities
Committee, the Board of
Director of the Alumni
Association, and any interested
persons.
—Approved the nominations
of Dixie Lee Ray and Gerrit P.
Vander Ende for honorary
degrees.

Edward Bowman elected
to chair state council
UPSNB—Edward Bowman,
dean of admissions, has been
elected chairman of the
Washington Council on High
School-College Relations.
The organization was formed
in 1957 to foster
communication among all
schools and colleges in
Washington and includes
representatives from each
collegiate institution in the state,
high schools, junior highs, the
State Department of Public
Instruction, Council on Higher
Education and Washington
Pre-College Testing Program.
The UPS dean, who
previously has served as private

college representative and vice
chairman of the council,
succeeds Jeff Overholser,
administrative assistant for
Community College District 17.
A native Tacoman, Bowman
received a bachelor's degree in
education from Puget Sound and
did graduate work at Oregon
State University and UPS. He is
a past member of the
university's Alumni Board of
Directors and currently holds
membership on the Academic
Standards Committee.
Bowman also serves on the
Minority Affairs and Mapping
Your Education Commissions of
the council.

chairman of the Board and
president of Pacific First Federal
Savings & Loan in Tacoma.
In 1963 he was president of
the Central Association of
Tacoma, United Way. He is past
president of the National League
of Insured Saving Association.
For 15 years, he has chaired
the Tacoma Housing Authority.
He is a director of Puget Sound
National Bank, a board member
of Northwestern Drug
Company, and past chairman of
the UPS Board of Trustees.
He is also a trustee of Tacoma
General Hospital and of the
Industrial Conference Board.
Vander Ende has an honorary
degree in law from Pacific
Lutheran University, 1960, and is
a member of Alpha Kappa Psi,
National Business Honorary,
UPS.
He will be awarded the
Doctor of Public Service.
Dixie Lee Ray, to be awarded
the Doctor of Science, is a
marine biologist and educator
residing at Fox Island, Wash.
Former director of the Pacific
Science Center, Seattle, Dr. Ray
also served a professor of
zoology at the University of
Washington. A resident of the
Northwest most of her life, the
director was born in Tacoma.
The 1974 commencement
speaker received her B.A. and
M.A. degrees from Mills College,
Oakland, Calif., and was
awarded her Ph.D. in biology
from Stanford University in
1945. The same year she was
appointed to the faulty of the
UW and spent 27 years in the
zoology department there
teaching, conducting research
and supervising graduate
students.
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How vital is a university education?
Underlying Philip Phibbs' massive report on
program and facility needs, published in last week's
TRAIL, are two assumptions which need to be examined
in order to appreciate the intellectual issues raised in
connection with any program of growth for the
university.
First is the assumption that a university education
is of vital importance to every person. Writes Ph ibbs:
"An advising system should provide not merely
guidance on course selection, but should focus on a
continuous discussion about the nature of education and
the vital importance of a university education."
I strongly disagree. Such an advising system could

Meeting was religious
would like to comment on the
I
misinterpretations by Pierce Johnson and Jack Keller of
the letter by Jeanette Jones and Brian Johnson.
Seeing advertisements for a lecture on
impeachment, I, too, went to the program. Ms. Jones
was there because the subject of impeachment interested
her. The complaint, which I share with Brian and
Jeanette, is that we were presented with a religious
program instead of the anticipated impeachment lecture.
(The speaker even admitted he wasn't going to talk
about impeachment, but moral issues).
I don't object to religion. But when one expects a
controversial subject to be discussed and instead is
shown a religious program, complaints are justified. I
believe the posters advertising the lecture were clearly
false advertising.
So, Chaplain Johnson and Jack Keller, I hope that
now you understand these objections. For the most part
they are not attacking religious activities but a supposed
political event that actually was religious.

Becky White

Food waste deplored
I would like to relay a few thoughts concerning
the food fight at dinner time in the Great Hall on
Thursday, May 2. It seems incredible that in light of the
recent teach-in on world famine and the recent day set
aside for fasting that anyone would willfully waste food
by throwing it. Secondly, as carefree and spoiled as we
all are now, there will come a day, in the United States,
when we will have wished that our food had been
consumed rather than providing us humorous
entertainment.

James Brannon
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too easily be misused by educators who, though perhaps
meaning well, might have at heart the interests of the
institution and not the students. The "vital importance
of a university education," if unexamined and
unchallenged by the advising system itself, could become
a too-easy rationalization for playing the numbers game.
The test of any institution, to borrow from Marx,
is not how well it can survive, but is its ability to provide
for "the free development of all." This is not
accomplished by simply assuming that everybody needs
education and particularly, a university education.
The second assumption is questionable on
behavioral grounds. Consider these two statements by
Ph ibbs:
"The strong private and public institutions in this
country are also the institutions with the largest
endowments."

UPS needs new flag
Is nothing sacred? Where, in the name of God, is
the sense of decency which used to abound within these
walls? Why we, who pay a good portion of the operating
costs of this institution of learning, must be subjected to
such a humiliating spectacle such as the one we are led
to endure day and night, rain or shine, on top of Jones
Hall, is beyond me. Yes, you know what I'm talking
about. That dirty, faded rag is not only an eyesore, it's a
disgrace to everything this country stands for. We must
get together a fund to purchase a new flag and publicly
burn the other. In this way, we might possibly remove
the disgrace engendered by this lack of duty. It must be
the work of communists!! I, myself, will accept any
donations, toward acquiring a new flag. Perhaps we can
get one which flew over the White House. I know there
are a few decent people left out there. Please help.

Sincerely,
Tom McCarter
1002 S. Washington
Tacoma, Wash. 98405

A Column's Inch
by Alan Smith

What I want to know is: when they get done re-writing
the new course evaluation form, what are they going to
do with the 3,000 recently printed forms that are now
sitting in the dean's office?

PUGET SOUND TRAIL

"The findings from a number of nationwide
studies consistently report a significant correlation
between academic excellence and the strength of the
institution's library."
While both statements may represent the truth
about other institutions (although how they define and
measure "academic excellence" is a mystery), yet it is
self-deception and public deception to make too strong a
correlation between a large endowment or a well-stocked
library and academic excellence.
It is very possible, for example, that the large
endowments at these other schools came into being
because of already existing academic programs which,
because of their strength, attracted rich donors. Maybe
some other factor having nothing to do with academics
led to these large endowments.
The fact is we do not know all the conditions for
academic excellence. Healthy endowments may be one
condition but certainly there are others. In any case, we
don't have to wait until the donors' wads start rolling in
to develop a quality academic program.

Alan Smith
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Senate debates course evaluations

New Mortar Board
Mortar Board, a senior women's honorary, held ceremonies
for new members in President and Mrs. Phibbs' home
recently. Pictured here are organization members for
1974-75, with adviser Margaret Anderson and alumna
member Helen Bushnell.

The Faculty Senate Monday
discussed a proposed new course
evaluation questionnaire for this
spring.
Several senators commented
on the number of their
constituents who had contacted
them about the questionnaire
since its distribution to the
faculty that Monday morning.
Most of the controversy over
the document centered on
question four: "List the names
of the instructors you are
currently studying with in the
order of their overall teaching
ability and effectiveness."
The intent of this question,
Dr. John Magee, one of the
members of the subcommittee
which framed the document,
explained, was to provide some
quantitative measure of
discrimination among the
faculty. The present method of
circling numbers gives a high
evaluation to almost everyone.
A second objection to the
document was raised by Dr.
James Clifford, newly elected
senate chairman. He felt that

some of the questions on the
document were of the
confidential type. Last week, the
senate acted to amend the
proposed faculty evaluation
system so that the raw data on
student evaluations would be
placed in the non-confidential
file available to the faculty
member.
The senate will discuss the
questionnaire again next week.
In other action, the Faculty
Senate reversed a previous action
in regard to College Level
Evaluation Program
Examinations (CLEP). On April
22, the senate acted to disallow
university credit for the CLEP
general examination. Monday
the senate acted to return to the
previous policy, that of
accepting CLEP general
examination credit at the 25th
percentile.
Theodore Taranovski,
chairman of the Academic
Standards Committee which
made the original
recommendation, asked that the
senate rescind its action so that

the committee could study the
CLEP question in further detail
and present a comprehensive
report on the issue of transfer
credit.
The Overseas Committee also
presented its report to the senate
in which it announced its
1975-76 program. There will be
study abroad tours to Canberra,
Australia, and Vienna,
Austria. These are in addition to a
program in London which is
tentatively planned to be
operated cooperatively with
PLU, Whitman College, and
Gonzaga, Whitworth and
Willamette Universities.

Prize-winning
Pulitzer
David
journalist
Halberstam will speak at
8 p.m. in the SUB
Lounge on May 13.

Dean Davis discusses Lowrie resignation
by Seri Wilpone

•

Two weeks ago, History
Professor Dr. Walter Lowrie
resigned as chairman of that
department, citing as the reason
for his resignation the Dean of
the University's and the
Academic Standards
Committee's recent definition of
a "fair" load for department
chairpersons.
The Academic Standards
Committee ruled that faculty
members chairing departments
with fewer than seven full-time
faculty be granted only a one
unit release from their teaching
load. This means that
chairpersons like Dr. Lowrie are
required to teach two classes one
semester, one Winterim, and
three classes the next semester.
Lowrie, who has been
chairman of his department for
four years, protested the
Academic Standards
Committee's ruling to Dean
Davis, saying that even teaching
a 2-1-2 load and serving as
chairman of the department
leaves little time for anything
else.
Lowrie told the TRAIL that
he could not "allow (his)
administrative responsibilities to
infringe upon (his) role as a
teacher-scholar; and decided he
could "best support the
university by (his) resignation."
When the TRAIL interviewed
Lowrie, Dean Davis was
unavailable for comment. This
week Davis commented on
Lowrie's resignation.
"I am really sorry to see
Lowrie resign," Davis said this
week. "He did a good job as

History Department chairman.
But because of his nature and his
interest in the university, I think
he will perform a leadership role
in the department whether he is
the chairman or not."
Davis said that the definition
of a "fair" load for department
chairpersons came about after
the full teaching load for all
faculty members was redefined
in the fall.
He said it was also felt
necessary to define fair loads for
chairpersons and then from a
position of equality to grant
exceptions for some faculty.
Presently a Faculty Senate
subcommittee is studying the
role of the chairperson in the
department and trying to draw
up guidelines about the duties of
the office, Davis indicated.
"Until the subcommittee has
carefully examined the role, we
are hesitant to grant any
exceptions to the load for
chairpersons," Davis said.
Davis said that although
chairpersons play an important
role in the department
developing curricula, he
indicated he felt chairpersons do
a lot of "paper shuffling."
He said he hoped to
administratively reduce the
paper work to help lighten their
load.
Two weeks ago, all History
Department faculty but one had
declined to succeed Lowrie, in
agreement that a 2-1-3 teaching
load does not allow a
chairperson sufficient time to be
a teacher-scholar or a good
administrator. Only Dr. Wolfred
Bauer, who is off-campus this
semester, had not been offered

the chairmanship.
Davis did not seem too
concerned that the History
Department would be without
leadership next fall.
"I am sure someone will step
in to do the job or that the
department will adopt another
form of government, such as by
committee," Davis said.
He also indicated that the—

other chairpersons he has talked
to have been willing to give the
new, and for some an increased,
work load a try.
"I am here to look out for
department chairpersons, but I
am also here to look out for the
students. I am concerned, with
reduced teaching loads, that we
will be taking our best faculty
members out of the classroom."

The quarter after
you moved
out of the dorm,
it went co-ed.
You owe yourself an Oly.
Olympia Brewing Company, Olympia, Washington 'OLY•A
All Olympia empties are recyclable

SO YOU WANT TO
BE A MANAGER!
The desire to be a manager is a common goal yet few graduates reach
management level until years after they have been in the industry.
Why?
The act of managing dictates that you be able to persuade people into
achieving your objectives. You must be able to sell ideas not only to
employees and colleagues but to upper management. The manager must be
able to communicate effectively, maintain a high level of poise, self-control
and self-confidence.
The manager must be able to understand human relations and what motivates
people.
In short the manager must be a professional in the art of salesmanship.
If management is your goal call Bill Loonee73), representing Sales Training
of Tacoma: 383-3891.
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Estrin's No!pone' performance
lacking in weight, seriousness
by Michael J. Curley
On Friday 3 May the
university community was
treated to a slice of Jacobean
satire in Ben Jonson's play,
"Volpone" as interpreted by its
director John Estrin from Stefan
Zweig and Moris Carnovsky's
adaptation.
Upon its appearance at the
Globe Theater in 1605,
"Volpone" immediately
established itself as a classic
model of comedy; its purpose
was twofold (in accord with
Horace's dictum): to be pleasing
and useful.
The play is really a fable
dressed in new clothes. When the
fox is hungry, so they say, he
rolls in red mud so as to appear
bloody, then stretches himself
out in the sun and holds his
breath so skillfully that he
hardly seems to breathe.
Carrion-birds catch sight of the
caress, and swoop down to
pluck out its eyes and tongue
and feast on its liver. But as soon
as the clumsy birds are within
his reach, the clever ol' fox
(volpone) pounces upon them
and devours them. And thus the
greedy characters in Jonson's
play, as in life itself of which it
is an imitation, are duped and
dunned by the foxy Levantine's
promise of a legacy.
Friday night's performance
was pleasing. Richard Riner
played the title role with
something more than
exuberance. He bounded from
his bed and leaped across the
stage with all the youthful zest
of a randy billy- goat with a
hyperactive thyroid.
George Knight's Mosca was
subdued and self-effacing as only
a brilliant lackey in the service
of a ruthless master should be.
The carrion-birds, played by
Robert Martin, Ken Wain and
Ray Berry, came closest to
capturing some of the sinister
undercurrent of the original
play.
Messers. Berry and Martin are
both mature and subtle
performers whose
interpretations added depth and
color to the younger actors'
enthusiasm. Mr. Waln's plastic
facial expressions and body
gestures (along with his odd
costume) produced a rather
eccentric, apoplectic Corvino.
In the secondary roles, Ms.
Lindbeck's interpretation of
Canina, the whore with a chain
of gold, showed tha the shade of
Mae West is yet abroad. Mary
Pratt and Doug Newell, the
miles
goodwife and the
gloriosus, alternately wailed and
swelled convincingly.
The one ingredient missing in
the performance was weight. No
one should demand that a film
mirror the book on which it was
based or that an adaptation of a
play do precisely what the
original did. The adaptor,
however, invites the audience to
delight in the freshness of a
familiar experience in new form.
John Estrin preserved some
of the vitality of the old
"Volpone," but lost some of its
seriousness, some of the stench
of death that hangs on the
fringes of comedy and makes it
(in Horace's view) useful.
The problem is an old one.
Firstly, young actors are forced
to compensate for lack of
projection and interpretation
with energy, their most
abundant gift. Mr. Riner's
Volpone is a marvelous

prankster, but a fox he's not;
thus his easy deception of Mr.
Berry's cautious old skinflint
Corbaccio lacks dramatic
credibility; secondly, Jonson's
V olpone and Mosca are
alchemists of words whose
linguistic virtuosity stuns and
benumbs their victims into a
torpid vulnerability; but our
young actors whose voices often
are not yet fully developed are
unable to exploit the rich
suggestiveness of language, and
hasten over their lines relying
almost exclusively on action to
achieve their effects. The result
is more often farce than

a

comedy.
In short, the demands of the
roles appeared on many
occasions to soar above the
talents of the younger actors.
Perhaps a play which exploits
exuberance such as "One Flew
Over the Cuckoo's Nest" might
be the best means of using the
acting talent our students do
have while at the same time
remaining faithful to the work
itself.
Robert Herschbach's splendid
performance at the podium was
marred only by a flatulent cor
anglais. Perhaps a longer
poolstick is in order.

Charles Gorrell's "Gas Hog."

Master's show:

Potter Gorrell attempts ceramics satire
by Alan Smith
Kittredge Art Gallery opened
last Saturday evening to a
good-sized crowd which had
come out to view the ceramics
work of three UPS master's
candidates.
Alexander M. Hart, a
32-year-old potter from the east
coast, has an interesting variety
of bonfired pottery on display.
Bonfired means fired in open
flames. This gives the art form
the dull look of iron—which, in
Hart's hands, can be very
attractive.
Hart likes to do utilitarian
pottery—plates, pitchers, bowls,
etc.—but he is inescapably an
artist. His "Oregon Coast" is an
especially beautiful plate.
Perhaps the most alive work
in the show is Hart's
"Conversation," a group of two
pitchers which, as you watch,
actually seem to be gabbing
away at one another; one of
them is even listening!
In comparison with some of
Hart's rough-looking and earthy
pieces, Deborah Walker's vases
seem painfully frail. Her pieces,
usually done in pastel porcelains,
are small and rounded and they
have tiny necks about an eighth
of an inch in diameter.
"My father once asked why
my bottles have such small
necks," she says. "You can't put

a dozen roses in them!"
I doubt if you could get one
rose down them. The control
and patience that must have
gone into the throwing of all
those tiny necks is awesome to
think about.
Finally there's Charles Gorrell
and his schizoid approach to
pottery. In fact, Gorrell has not
one but two shows running in
Kittredge.
In the first show Gorrell
shows off his considerable skill
in throwing a pot or bowl or
pitcher which could be used in
any household and still look
like what a pot should look like.
But in the second show, the
artist is attempting to use
ceramics as a medium for social
comment.
From a critical viewpoint,
social comment can bungle any
piece of art, in whatever
medium, if not handled well, but
we would imagine this to be
particularly true of ceramics. We
can visualize social statements
being made in poetry, drama,
dance, and painting, but how
does a potter preach?
Gorrell's topic is the energy
crisis. If he's serious about this
theme, and a little pessimistic,

Diamonds

Three students of
contemporary dance will
perform in the Downtown
Walkabout Festival on Saturday,
May 11.
Jane Daray, Michael Esfeld,
and Nancy Gudger will appear
with others who have
choreographed their own dances
in a program titled "The Dance
Crafters" scheduled for two
performances, at 2 p.m. and
4:30 p.m., in the Upstairs
Theatre of 565 Broadway.
The program is part of a
series of events sponsored by
The Tacoma-Pierce County Civic
Arts Commission and Allied Arts
of Tacoma to awaken interest in
the downtown area.
All events are offered free of
charge for the period of time
covering May' 10, 11, 12; June 1,
2; and June 14, 15, and 16.
The three dancers have used a
section from Aaron Copland's
music, "Appalachian Spring," as
a setting for a short dance titled
"In Retrospect: Earth and Sky."

Charms
Bracelets

Credit welcome

thanks to all the people who helped after
the fire.
Wheeler "VW" Dealer

SK 9-6255

3406 S. 7th

Tacoma, Wash.

- For Yourself
- For Your Organization
DONATE BLOOD PLASMA
$5.00 Each Visit
$10.00 Weekly
Up To $50.00 Monthly

UNITED BIOLOGICS
PLASMA COLLECTION CENTER
1355 Commerce
Tacoma, Washington 98402
383-4044
HOURS:

Hours: 10- 6 Mon.—Sat.

7:00 AM

SK9-4242

- 3:00 PM

Monday thru Friday

SCHAEFFER'S JEWELERS C. M. W.

FOUR

Alumni for your business. And a word of

- Earn Extra Cash -

Gift Certificates
Fenton glass giftware
Free ear-piercing with purchase

All repairs done on premise

Your north end jeweler

Thank you! UPS Students and Faculty and

this Saturday

Nationally known Brands

Our 28th year

Consider one of his pieces, a
pot thrown to resemble an oil
can, mounted under glass as in a
museum, and labelled on a gold
plate: "Oil—A Fossil
Fuel—(Circa) 1973 AD."
Or consider his "Gas Hog,"
the artist's conception of an oil
barrel; it is shaped like a hog and
bears two rows of magnificent
teats, at which cars are guzzling.
The work titled "Here Comes
the Oil!" is equally shocking and
funny and shows that Gorrell
means what he says when he
says there are no limits to what
can be done with a potter's clay.
Don't miss his show: these
are pieces to make you laugh.

Three dancers
to perform

STUDENT — FACULTY 10% SAVINGS
Watches $10.95 up
Rings $14.95 up

he will try to couch his reference
to energy in the energy of the
art object itself. He would need
to fuse the "images" of the
energy, the ability-to-move-one
ingredient, of the object and the
events in the world by which we
are reminded that energy is
wasted. We would, to be trite,
have to be convinced of the
suffering of the pot in relation
to energy waste. A potter should
have better uses for his time.
But Gorrell doesn't bother us
with preaching; perhaps he
intuitively senses what a
ridiculous pot that would make.
His answer is satire bordering on
the burlesque.

3811 No. 26th at Proctor
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UPS chooses seven Outstanding Educators
UPSNB—Seven members of
the University of Puget Sound
faculty and administration have
been named to appear in the
1974-75 edition of Outstanding
Educators of America, a
publication honoring educators
for civic and professional
achievements.
Dr. Zdenko Danes, Dr.
Thomas Davis, Dr. John Prins,
Dr. Dewane Lamka, Dr. Richard
Dale Smith, Dr. Bruce Rodgers,
and Dr. Gordon Alcorn were
nominated earlier this year by
UPS officials, and will be
featured in the national awards
volume.
Named for the third
consecutive year was Dr. Danes.
A Ph.D. graduate from Charles
University in Prague,
Czechoslovakia, he has served on

the UPS faculty since 1962, and
is presently professor of physics.
A former assistant professor at
Charles University, he emigrated
to the U.S. in 1950 and has held
positions with the Gulf Research
and Development Co., the
Boeing Co. and the University of
Montana.
Dr. Thomas Davis, dean of
the university and professor of
mathematics, joined the UPS
staff in 1973. Prior to his UPS
appointment, he was assistant
dean and director of graduate
studies at DePauw University for
four years. A B.A. graduate,
1956, from Denison University,
he received his M.S., 1957, from
the University of Michigan and
was later awarded his Ph.D. in
mathematics from Cambridge
University, England, 1963.

'Crosscurrents' editor named
The Student Senate Tuesday
approved the nomination of
Alan Smith as editor of
for next year.
Crosscurrents
is the student
Crosscurrents
literary magazine published by
the ASUPS.
Smith is currently serving as
editor of The Puget Sound
TRAIL. He has published several
poems and translations of
Anglo-Saxon poems in
Crosscurrents during the past
two years.
Smith, a junior English major,
replaces Mark Sanders in the
post.
The new editor said
typescripts from student
contributors are being accepted
now for next spring's edition.
All contributions are to be typed
and double-spaced.
Potential contributors are
especially urged to write and
submit works to the literary
magazine during the summer
months. These should be sent in
care of the English Office.
Other senate appointments

were:
Elections Board: Barbara
Murphy, Dave Kraft, Pat Riggs,
and Phil Lombardi, with
alternates Kevin Kersteins, Larry
011i, and Becky White.
Board
of Student
Communications: Marcy
Jefferson, Steve Walsh, Dave
Olsgard, Dorsey McLaughlin,
Barb Hunter, and Doug
McConnaughey, with alternates
Lyle Gelbach and Cassie Evans.
—Evaluation Committee:
Tom Kokano (to fill a vacancy).
—Student Court: John
Barutt, Danya Johnson, Greg
Beardsly, and Jim Parsons, with
alternates Greg Dohrn, Mike
Goldfein, and Dave Olsgard.
Budgets approved by the
Senate included: Campus Flicks,
$9,680; Artist and Lectures,
$7,700; Riday at Nine, $3,900;
A/L Activity Publications, $400;
A /L Popular Entertainment,
$3,000; Boogies, $3,740; A/L
Honorariums, $1,200;
Homecoming, $500; and
Freshman Orientation, $750.

Dr. Prins, professors emeritus
and co-director of the School of
Business and Public
Administration, is widely known
in Tacoma as a life insurance
executive and civic leader. The
Holland-born educator was the
founder of the Dutch Exchange
Program with UPS and the NOIB
Business School in Holland. He
studied at the University of
Leiden in Holland and the
University of Washington.
Named Outstanding Educator
for the second consecutive year
was Dr. Lamka, professor of
education. He has been at UPS
since 1957 and has been in the
education field since 1940.
Lamka received his B.A., 1950,
from UPS and was awarded his
doctorate from the University of
Washington in educational
administration in 1965.
Dr. Smith, university
vice-president and assistant to
the president, has been a
member of the staff since 1938.

The long-time community
activist is currently secretary of
the Tacoma Port Commission,
an officer of the Washington
Public Ports and a member of
the Seattle King County
Economic Council. The
administrator graduated from
UPS in 1937, and was awarded
an honorary doctorate from the
University of the Pacific in
1961.
Dr. Rodgers, director of the
School of Music and conductor
of the Adelphian Concert Choir
for the past 23 years, received
his B.M., 1942, and M.M., 1947,
from Eastman School of Music.
In 1954 he was awarded his
Ph.D. from the University of
California in Los Angeles.
Dr. Alcorn, professor
emeritus
and director of
graduate studies, has been on the
staff since 1946. A member of

the Washington State
Conservator, Pacific Northwest
Bird and Mammal Organization
and past board of trustee
member of the Izaak Walton
League, Alcorn has published
numerous works on wildlife.
Having received his B.S., 1930,
from UPS, he was later awarded
his M.S. and Ph.D. from the
University of Washington, 1933,
1935, respectively.
Outstanding Educators of
America is an annual awards
program honoring distinguished
men and women for exceptional
service, achievements, and
leadership in the field of
education. Guidelines for
selections include educators'
talents in the classroom
contributions to research,
administrative abilities, civil
service and professional
recognition.
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Stadests wie
Eoglish awards
The annual English
Department Honors Tea took
place on Thursday, May 9 in the
Tri Delta Chapter room. Every
year at this time the department
awards two prizes for
departmental honors in English:
the Ben and Slava Heuston
Award, for the two outstanding
seniors; and the Philip E. Hager
Award, for two outstanding
juniors.
Decisions were particularly
difficult this year. Nineteen
majors are graduating in English,
eight of them with an average
over 3.5. The department
decided to divide the Hager
award among three rather than
two students.
Seniors Awards went to
Marcia McConnell and Mark
Sanders; Junior Awards to Terry
Castle, Daniel Millar and Alan
Smith.

MEMBER F.D.I.C.

ASPLU presents

The Association
in Concert
Saturday, May 18, 1974
8:15 p.m.
Olson Auditorium PLU
Tickets: $3 at Bon Marche, The Music
Menu. UPS Student Tickets: $2,
through SAC Office, UPS.
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JUST COLD BEER &
THE BEST PIZZA

Clover Leaf Tavern
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Linda Winslow joins track team,
runs marathon under four hours
by Jim Balich
Who's five feet three inches
tall, weights 97 pounds, is a UPS
freshperson from Anchorage,
Alaska, and can run 26 miles and
385 yards in under four hours?
Linda Winslow, that's who!
As soon as I received the answer,
I dashed over to talk with this
freshperson phenomenom.
"The marathon," I cleverly
questioned, "that's 26 miles,
isn't it?"—roughly the distance
from Tacoma to the outskirts of
Seattle.
"Twenty-six miles and 385
yards," she quickly corrected.
Winslow, a language and business
major, entered the Portland
marathon a few months
back—"just to see if I could do
it."
Well, she did, and did it well
enough to finish a strong sixth in
the women's bracket, recording
a 3:51:00 clocking.
Winslow began running for
UPS back in September on the
men's cross-country team. On
her own initiative, she
approached cross-country and
assistant track coach Sam Ring
and asked whether she could
turn out.
The next day she was out
running with the rest of the
all-male team, four to six miles

per day, every day. And
although only a novice, and a
diminuitive one at that, she
placed well in all the meets.
Currently practicing with the
men's track team, Winslow
described some of the reasons
why she enjoys running.
"Ever since grade school I've
been active in athletics and
running is one of the best ways
to keep active. It helps keep you
physically fit, and builds
discipline. You set a goal for
yourself, some training routine
or distance, and run it, no
matter how you feel or whatever
the weather."
I asked her about any
difficulties being the only
woman on a previously all-male
team and about any personal
reactions to her being on the
team. She said she had had "no
real problems at all; in fact,
everyone's been more than
helpful, from coaches to
participants. Looking back, I
feel [turning out for
cross-country and track ] was the
best decision I ever made."
Later, she recalled one
humorous incident that stuck in
her mind. Athletic injuries are
taped and treated in the training
room, usually the exclusive
domain of male athletes in
various stages of semi-dress.

Armchair
Expert
with Dann Tillinghast

Zech grabs top shooters
The college basketball season may be over, but Logger coach
Dan Zech has been busier than ever.
While the bigger schools are grabbing a star here and there,
Zech has gotten three of the top Washington high school prospects to
attend UPS.
Rocky Botts, who prepped at Wilson, is one of the trio to
pick Puget Sound. Anyone who has seen Botts play knows he is a very
solid performer.
Rick Walker, who led East Bremerton to two straight state
AA titles, will also don Logger garb next season. He is the second East
star to come here in two years.
Add that duo to Blame star, Tim Evans, and it looks like the
Logger basketball picture in the future will be bright indeed.

Winslow recalled: "Zeke
Schuldt, the trainer] set up
special times for me to come in
for whirlpool treatments for an
injured leg. While I was there,
the guys were supposed to wear
shorts. Well, one day, one fellow
forgot and casually strolled in
sans shorts. At first, he didn't
notice me sitting in the
whirlpool, but after everyone sat
there chuckling, he saw me and
streaked out. Needless to say, he
was quite embarrassed."
We concluded our interview
with a general discussion of
women's athletic programs at
UPS:
"Undoubtedly, the programs
here leave much to be desired, "
she claimed. "There's simply not
that much available.
"However, if more women
would take the initiative and
become involved, I'm sure the
administration would respond.
Also, the Athletic Department
itself could encourage more
participation by offering varsity
letters or credit for more
women's sports."

Marty Nakayama

Linda Winslow

Batmen fly toward national title
Picking up four more
victories last weekend, Coach
Jack McGee's baseballers
continued their march toward
the national title.
The Loggers moved to the
top of the North Pacific League
with a double victory over
Portland State. The twin wins
moved the home team a few
percentage points ahead of
Seattle U. in the tight race.
First place in the North
Pacific League will undoubtedly
be decided next week. UPS will
face second place Seattle U. in
the last two games of the year.

The season finale, which should
decide the title, will be played
May 18 at Burns Field.
UPS is now 19-4 on the
season.

PLU
The Loggers cracked out 13
hits in their rout over PLU.
Robin Hill led the attack with
three hits, including a three run
homer. Fred Gains drove in two
runs, Nick Papini crashed a
homer and Curt McNeley
contributed three singles to the
barrage. Larry Janowicz picked
up the win.

WESTERN WASHINGTON
Fred Gaines, Al Asay, and
Steve Soike supplied the power
as Puget sound whipped
Western. Gaines had three hits
while Soike and Asay added a
pair each.
Freshman Paul Robinson got
the victory. He needed help
from Steve Stewart when
Western rallied in the seventh
with three runs on two walks, a
single, an error and a sacrifice
fly.
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Forensic honorary

Black Ads Festival presents challenge
LTPSNB—A soul food dinner,
workshop, variety show and
lecture by an assistant for the
Washington State Board of
Community Colleges highlighted
the University of Puget Sound's
1974 Black Arts Festival.
On Tuesday, May 7, the
guest speaker, Constance
Acholonu, program assistant for
the Community College Board,
spoke on "The Challenge of
Minorities Entering Professions."
Acholonu said the challenge
of professionalism is a three-fold
affair involving competition,
uniformity, and excellence.
The challenge of competition,
she said, is one that demands a
sense of self-worth. It is
necessary to cultivate one's skills
such that one can compete from
a point of strength.
There is no point in being the
underdog, Acholonu said; you
must get yourself down. You
need "to look more towards
yourself and people you trust
for reinforcement."
The challenge of uniformity
is one of learning the system and
reaping its benefits. "Those who
study and learn gain," Acholonu
emphasised, "dig on it."
The challenge of experience is

arranged and produced by
students. Described by BSU
members as a "tongue-in-cheek,
short variety experience," the
show was held in the Inside
Theatre.
Sponsored by the UPS BLack
Student Union, the Black Arts
Festival is held annually to
provide area residents and
students with a chance to view
and participate in the black arts.

the hardest, said Acholonu. It is
a challenge to your self-pride. It
is a decision an an all-out effort
not to let yourself slide, but to
do your best in whatever you are
doing.
A native of Brooklyn, N.Y.,
Acholonu received her
undergraduate degree from
Queens College, N.Y. She was
awarded a master's in public
administration and a Ph.D. in
higher education administration
from the University of
Washington. She previously
worked as an administrative
assistant for the National Urban
League.
"Being Black and
Middleclass," was the topic of a
workshop and film presentation
by Robert Ford, assistant
professor of education and
urban studies at UPS. The
workshop presented a practical
guidy to mainstream living.
A Bar-B-Q featuring fried
chicken, potato salad, greens,
corn on the cob, sweet potatoes
and corn bread were the main
courses for soul food dinner in
the Great Hall. Following the
dinner at 8 p.m., the UPS Black
Student Union presented "The
Experience," a variety show

UPSNB—The University of
Puget Sound chapter of Pi
Kappa Delta, national forensic
honorary, recently accepted 18
new members into its order
during Spring initiation
ceremonies.
According to chapter
sponsor, Dr. Gary Peterson,

Staff Women's Association
announces new officers
Acting president of the Staff
Women's Association, Barbara
Simpson, has announced the
new staff of officers for
1974-75.
They are Anneke Mason,
secretary to the Humanities
Division, Religion

Wind ensemble
concert tonight
UP SNB Music from Carl
Orff's "Carmina Burana" and
the works of composers
Persichetti and Beethoven will
be presented by the University
of Puget Sound Symphonic
Wind Ensemble tonight, May 10,
at 8:15 p.m. in Kilworth Chapel
on campus.
The last concert by the' group
this year, one featured piece,
"Movement for Band," by UPS
Associate Professor of Music
Lawrence Ebert will be
performed along with "Barnum
and Bailey's Favorite," King.
A composition for band and
pre-recorded tape, Hanley
Jackson's "Tangente III," will be
the special piece performed. The
compostion provides an
interesting combination of
traditional instrumental sounds,
recorded electronic sounds and
other non-traditional sounds.
Under the direction of
Robert Musser, assistant
professor of music at UPS, the
Symphonic Band's concert is
open to the public.

Report recommends cut
in education graduates
A staff report by the State
Council on Higher Education
will recommend a 20 per cent
cut in teacher education
graduates at public colleges
and universities.
Dr. William Chance, author of
the CHE report, said the
proposal to cut teacher
education graduates by 20 per
cent was proposed by the
University of Washington and
Washington State University.
In an earlier draft of the
report, the CHE staff had
recommended that the teacher
certification programs at the two
schools be dropped completely.
The staff report will be
released May 16 and CHE voting
members will vote on the

accepts 18 members

recommendations on a yet
undetermined date.
Original recommendations in
the staff report suggested that
the WSU pharmacy program be
eliminated and that the WSU
and UW doctoral programs be
merged. These recommendations
have been tabled.
Another proposal remaining
intact from the first draft is that
four-year colleges adopt
two-year associate of arts degree
options within their four-year
degree sequence.
Chance said the intent of the
controversial first draft of the
report "was to get institutions
actively involved in the
definition of their own roles and
missions."

and Philosophy Departments,
president; Ruby Bragg, secretary
in the Placement Office, vice
president; Doris Anderson,
secretary for Business and Public
Administration, secretary; and
Anna Korslund, UPS recorder,
treasurer.
In addition, members chose
Edith Bartley of university
relations, Melissa Peterson,
research associate, and Barbara
Simpson of data processing for
the Developmental Committee.
The elections were held last
week.

associate professor of
communications and theatre
arts, this year's class is one of
the largest groups ever to be
received into the UPS chapter.
New initiates include Brian
Bird, John Barutt, Tom
Armstrong, Amy Sutton, Louise
Rauscher, Gary Stankowski,
Mark Lyon, Doug Burns, Gary
Cohn, Steve Rohrbach, Dave
Peterson, Rebecca White, Danya
Johnson, Phyllis Okada, Robin
Chandler, Pat Chandler, Barbara
Hunter and Tom Strom.
Pi Kappa Delta promotes
argumentation and debate
activity, competitive speaking
contests, and participation in
community service experiences.
The local chapter will be
assisting next year's Speaker's
Bureau and Student Symposium •
during Winterim.
In addition, they will
administer the high school
speech tournament in January
1975, sponsor a new
campus-wide contest in the fall,
as well as host an international
debate team in November or
December._

The guy in the
room above you has
a set of barbells.
You owe yourself an Oly.
Olympia Brewing Company, Olympia, Washington •OLY'a
All Olympia empties are recyclable

world tire corp. warehouse
••••••
Phone 572-6333
224 Puyallup Avenue • Tacoma, Wash. 98421
~ME
)0~
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OPEN TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC
WORLD TIRE WAREHOUSE, Tacoma's largest independent tire warehouse, offers major brand name new tires at genuine
wholesale prices. All products advertised are premium grade or first line only. No blems or seconds—Save $$$.
WORLD TIRE WAREHOUSE is open weekdays from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m., and pn Saturday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. All prices are cash
and carry, or you may use your Master Charge or BankAmericard. If you prefer, easy pay budget terms may be arranged.
WORLD TIRE WAREHOUSE can save you money on major brand name new tires, shock absorbers and batteries. You receive a
written guarantee with each purchase, which is honored nationwide. WORLD TIRE WAREHOUSE is one of 234 member-owned
warehouses from coast to coast who buy directly from the manufacturer at contract-milldoor prices, dedicated to customer
satisfaction, public service and safety.
WORLD TIRE WAREHOUSE cannot list the many sizes and makes of new tires available to you. However, we can quote
prices and availability tor you—just call us or use the coupon attached. Immediate service available from our warehouse.
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Cash

THIS COUPON ENTITLES BEARER TO BUY
' MAJOR BRAND NAME TIRES AT WHOLESALE
DEALER PRICES FROM WORLD TIRE
• WAREHOUSE AND TO RECEIVE A
REGISTERED PREFERRED CUSTOMER CARD
FOR EXTRA BENEFITS' . . .
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ENJOY MANY EXTRA
BENEFITS ....
NO COST . . . . NO
OBLIGATION ....
NOTHING TO BUY
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Northwest Worker, "a newspaper by & for working people,"
presents an evening of music "about the struggles and experience of
the American people, especially America's working people" on May
12, at 8 p.m., at Mountaineer's Hall, 2302 No. 30th.
Groups featured will be Prairie Fire, Rising Storm, and
Guillermo y Andy. A donation of one dollar is asked.

Friday, May 10
Inside Theatre: "Volpone," 8 p.m., Jones
Campus Flick: "Midnight Cowboy," 6 & 8:30
p.m., Mc006
University Symphonic Band: 8:15 p.m., Kilworth
Chapel
The Guess Who: 8 p.m., Seattle Center Arena

Many students have been surprised by the $2,324 listed as the
cost of next year's tuition. The reason this figure seems higher is that
it now includes your student fees, which you have always paid.
The controller must receive $100 deposit to confirm your
early registration. Don't forget; otherwise, your classes will be given
to others. The deadline is August I.

Saturday, May 11
Inside Theatre: "Volpone," 8 p.m., Jones
Campus Flick: "Midnight Cowboy," 6 & 8:30 p.m.,
Mc006
Baseball: UPS at Portland State, 1 p.m., Lentz
Track: UPS at Seattle Pacific
Adelphian Auditions: 10:30 a.m., Music 102
Pot & Print Sale: 11 a.m.-7 p.m., Kittredge
Luau Dinner: 5-6:30 p.m., Student Center
Hawaiian Luau: 8 p.m., Fieldhouse

David Rosenkranz, a teacher of transcendental meditation,
will give a free public lecture on the technique of meditation tonight,
May 10, at 7 p.m. in Jones 210.
According to Rosenkranz, the benefit of TM is the "evolution
of your consciousness," which he described as a growing process by
which the individual becomes more aware of his creative capacities.

Sunday, May 12
University Church: 11 a.m., Kilworth Chapel
MOTHER'S DAY
Campus Flick: "Midnight Cowboy," 1 p.m.,
Mc006
Monday, May 13
Baseball: Portland State at Seattle, 1 p.m., White
Center
Lecture: David Halberstam, 8 p.m., SUB Lounge

Spring auditions for the Adelphian Concert Choir will be held
Saturday, May 11, at 10:30 a.m., in Music Building 102, Conductor
Bruce Rodgers announced today.
There are openings in all sections of the choir. For further
information call School of Music: Ext. 3253.

Tuesday, May 14
Student Senate: 5:15 P.m.
Campus Flick: "Castle Keep," 6 & 8:30 p.m.,
Mc006

Important reminder to students who have Incompletes or IP's
from Spring, 1973: these grades are now due. If grade cards are not
received by the recorder by May 25, 1974, the conditional marks will
become permanent grades on student records.

Wednesday, May 15
Baseball: UPS at Seattle, 2 p.m., White Center
Friday, May 17
LAST TRAIL ISSUE!
Campus Flick: "Play It Again, Sam," 7 & 9 p.m.,
Mc006
Computer Film: "Communications Explosion,"
noon, Mc310
Advanced Student Recital: Michael Deviny, Lynne
Meyer, 8:15 p.m., Jacobsen Recital Hall
Dance Marathon: 6 p.m., Fieldhouse

The Urban Studies Alternative Systems of Society Class will
be presenting a universal collection of interrelated systems and
lifestyles. The seminar will have a unique format, and we would like as
many interested folks attending to express their own views, and hear
our various raps.
The presentation will not be one on just change or reform,
but on various systems and choices for man and society. All
presentations will be on a personal level involving man in his
functional role today.
The seminar will be held in Jones Hall on Wednesday May 15,
at 1 p.m. in Room 203.
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Teacher's pet.
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SPAR TAVERN
SINCE1913
2121 No. 30th. Near the Top of the Ocean

4 BEERS for $1.00
Chickes—hriffs—Sosfood

TEACHERS WANTED
Entire West, Midwest and South
SOUTHWEST TEACHERS AGENCY
1303 Central Ave. NE
Albquerque, New Mexico 87106
Bonded, Licensed and Member NATA
"Our 28th year"

BEST NECTAR CHOWDER IN TOWN

It's the real thing. Coke.
Pacific Coca Cola Bottling Co. Tacoma, Wa.

Attention 111111
Sigma Chi Fraternity, once the top fraternity on the
University of Puget Sound campus and currently one of
the top three fraternities nationally, is reestablishing this
fall at UPS. Returning students interested in learning more
about Sigma Chi and discussing the possibility of pledging
should contact Roy Kimbel at Ext. 3245.
We are also asking that Sigma Chi's currently
enrolled at UPS who are returning next fall contact Roy
Kimbel.
Our first-year group will be relatively small and
maintain its own house in the Greek complex. This is a
unique opportunity to be on the ground floor of a new
organization. You will be able to provide the direct
leadership and share in the close fellowship known
throughout Sigma Chi Fraternity.
The reestablishment is strongly supported by the
General Sigma Chi Fraternity, the Tacoma Sigma Chi
Alumni Association, and Sigma Chi Fraternity at the
University of Washington.
Again, if you would like to learn more about Sigma
Chi contact Roy Kimbel, Ext. 3245.

EIGHT

2 for Ida/fined/

HOUSE: 4 blocks UPS.
Spacious. 3 bedrooms (master
21x14). Formal dining.
Fireplace. Two baths. Fenced
yard. $20,000. Good terms.
759-3067.
NEED A PLACE TO LIVE? We
have houses, apartments, and
duplexes. All areas, all prices.
Call 475-2820. RENTEX FEE
81 WORK

^I

10 MISC FOR SALE

-

LOUDSPEAKER SALE. Buy
from the factory. Freight
damaged and re-checked
speakers. All fully warranted
electrically. Examples:
1 2-inch, three-way, $33..
15-inch, three-way, $44.
Gerard changer complete,
$29.50. AM/FM stereo/rec.,
$49.80. Similar savings on
Sony, JIC, Nikko, Gerard, etc.
Johnzer Products. 22638 85th
Place S., Kent. 854 , 5942.

Welcome to the most fantastic
ski sale ever held. 1500 pr. of
WF A&T skis, $10 a pair.
AAA Liquidating, 19945 1st
Ave. S., Seattle. Open daily,
9-7, 1-824-3033. Dolphin
300Z 10-speeds, $85.
VW OWNERS: Dual Solex
Carburator set-up for any dual
port head model. $170 new,
sell for $130 or $160 installed.
Call Mike Tate, Ext. 3392.
25 HOUSING

1951 Oldsmobile. Good
running condition, four' new
tires, new battery, 14 mpg.
$95. SK2-9540.

Mature straight female
roommate wanted. Call
Margaret. 565-0611, 7-7:30
a.m. or 10-10:30 p.m.

Man's 40- Gabardine
topcoat—extras—like new .
SK2-2637.

Need a roommate? Contact
Roommate Registration.
564-6672.

PUGET SOUND TRAIL

Second or third-year law
student wanted to act as
on-campus representative for
bar review course. Salary
negotiable. Contact Evergreen
State Bar Review Association,
P.O. Box 22095, E. Union,
Seattle, WA 98122; or phone
325-9044 in Seattle.
Board and room in exchange
for mother's helper duties.
Three children, 4-10 years. Start
either this summer or coming
fall. 272-6035.
101 WATERBEDS
Special this week: 3-speed
vibrators. ID% off with this ad.
The four Post'r 6th and
Stevens.
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